
COWL IN DIAMOND PATTERN 

Material: 

1skein of  ÁURIGA de AdR Lanas 

4,5 mm needles 

Tapestry needle 

 

Execution: 

See explanation of stitches in the final diagram 

Cast on  110 stitches and knit the bottom ribbing for 6 rows. (Two plain, two purl) 

 Row  7 begin the diamond pattern following the diagram (do not knit, just slip the first 

stitch knitwise ( as if you were doing a plain stitch) to form the border) 4 purl, 1 plain, 8 

purl, 1 plain, 8 purl, 1 plain, 8 purl… the last stitch, which is the border stitch is plain). 

Rows  7 to 18 will complete the first diamond. 

Row 19 : repeat row 7 

Rows 19 to 32 will complete the second diamond. 

Row  33 : repeat rows 7 and 19 

Rows 33 to 46 will complete the third diamond. 

Row 47: repeat row 1, (which makes the ribbing). Rib 6 rows which brings you to  row 52. 

Row 53 cast off. 

Using the tapestry needle, sew up on the wrong side of the cowl. 

The pattern instructions are for three lines of diamonds,  but should you wish to stop after 

two lines of pattern, in row 33  you can start the ribbing as in row 1, (6 rows to row 38) and 

cast off in row 39. 

 

Diamond pattern diagram: 

The green line indicates the separation between the rib stitch (top and bottom of the 

cowl) and the pattern of the centre. 

The blue shading is the ribbing which repeats 2 plain, 2 purl. 

The red shading is the diamond pattern, which will be repeated until the desired length. 

The slip stitch, at the beginning of the row, is simply passed from one needle to the other 

without knitting it, at the end of the row, you knit it plain. If you prefer, always knit the last 

stitch plain. 

 

 



The diagram only shows the odd number rows ( the front of the work). The even number 

rows are knitted as they present themselves, so, when at the front of our work we have a 

plain stitch, this same stitch, on the other side will be a purl, and vice versa. 

 


